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probabilistic intervention. The dynamic mutability and fl exibility of 
display modes is a constant demonstration that the “essence” of code 
storage has no self-identical hold on the semantic value of a text. Files 
are constantly reconfi gured in reading and display, and in each instance 
and iteration, material form and structure contributes substantively to 
the confi gured meaning. A text rendered in a skinny column of six-point 
type with carefully chosen line breaks is not the same as one that screams 
across the monitor in a stream of blinking, six-inch-tall, neon pink letters. 
Sharing an alphabetic sequence of letters as stored code does not make 
these two texts the same at all. The chimera of a code that would register 
the immaterial trace of pure difference (binarism at its most hubristic)—
and thus fulfi ll Leibniz’s dream—is pure fantasy. Code storage is neither 
immaterial nor self-identical, any more than any other inscriptional or 
notational format. The iterative display of electronic texts shows off the 
limits of reading within a frame of literal materiality (and thus the need 
for critical analysis of these features) rather than the probabilistic mate-
riality in which we conceive of texts as products of interpretative acts.

Charles Bernstein’s Veil, fi rst published in print form and then in 
electronic format, offers a useful contrast in two modes of materiality.14 
The printed Veil is based on a typewriter poem in which Bernstein over-
printed line after line of letters. This created a scrim or screen effect that 
rendered the language of the text almost illegible. But this illegibility is 
the point of the text, the porousness of which permits scraps of meaning 
to surface through the dense fi eld of letters, the fi ne mesh of its own self-
produced screen thus veiling the linguistic transparency of language. 
The materiality of print form is inherent in the visual and verbal value of 
the work. In a dialogic synthesis, the two aspects of writing, visual and 
verbal, play equal parts in the production of the whole.

In transposing the work into an electronic format, Bernstein modifi ed 
the text and visual production. The letters in the printed Veil are always 
fully present, each layer sitting on the next in an irrefutable maximiza-
tion of information. In the electronic version, however, the letters and 
blocks merge. For each point on the screen a single value is assigned to 
the pixel (one can say the same for the printed version, a photographic 
reproduction of the overprinting in the original typescript, though the 
photograph retains some of the material information of the original). 
This single value averages the overlapping rather than registering several 
values simultaneously. Unusual effects are produced that are not present 
in the print artifact. Some letters lighten the dark fi eld of overlap, rather 
than invariably increasing its darkness.
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In some ways the electronic Veil has more transparency than the 
printed version, but the texts in the electronic version no longer retain 
any degree of autonomy. Even if they couldn’t be recovered and read 
from the print version, the individual text layers remained evident. In 
the electronic version, the history of placement, displacement, and lay-
ering simply can’t be discerned.The production history might be saved 
in any number of fi le formats, but in the fl attened display, the material 
trace of the early medium is lost, a new material expression in its place. 
The new Veil is thus a screen between production and display, erasing 
the history of production and erasing traces of its encoding. The poem 
has gone from being a text-as-image-of-its-production to being a graphi-
cal display showing the end result of now absent manipulations. In the 
digital condition it lacks—or appears to lack—a recoverable history of 
its own production. The electronic text has become a confi gured pat-
tern, a palimpsest both real and illusory. Is the essence of its language the 
inherent but unreadable semantic value or the newly confi gured form 
of visual effect? Neither, of course, and both, as well as the many other 
visible and invisible features of its production and reinscription in any 
and every reading.

Obviously any notion that “pure code” is immaterial is false. Matt 
Kirschenbaum has described the apparent paradox between the “phe-
nomenological materiality” of a text and the “ontological immateriality” 
of its existence.15 We perceive the visual form of a letter on the screen or 
on a page in all its replete material existence (font, scale, color, etc.), even 
though the “letter” exists as a stored sequence of binary code with no tac-
tile, material apparency. But the electronic current, hardware, support 
systems, and substrate for such code are materially complex. Even at its 
most basic level, as Kirschenbaum knows full well, code is not immate-
rial.16 It functions as a temporarily fi xed and infi nitely mutable sequence 
that always refers to a place within the structure of the machine. As a bi-
nary sequence, code is always constituted as substantive difference, not 
simply metaphysical différance, and is part of the topographic structure 
of the computer’s confi gured spaces and mapped territory. As computer 
historian René Moreau has said, “No item of information can have any 
existence in the machine unless there is some device in which its physical 
representation can be held.” 17 Code is material, and its materiality has 
implications at every level of inscription and display, as well as for its role 
in accounting for confi guration as information.

So long as we eschew metaphysics, code cannot be read as transcen-
dent, as ideal, or as comprising a universal set of independent and auton-




